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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
 

�ن: ل��دوش )'& ا$#"�م ... ر�,��زل , ا$@5ی23 ,��? ه<5م  د=">;�$:ات.. ه�8"70 ی�آ5ی23... )'& ا$0/1/.ت.. �C 0 ?آ D
/.ت ا$@5ی23 و;N:ی> ;N: ا2M  ..0/1$ آ? �@�ن ا$@5یH وLG I& ا$@5یK8  H#20 إI ا$@5یG .H&ح ا$0/1/.ت آE0ا$0/1/.ت

� QM�P ا$0/1/.ت ا$@5ی23. ا$0/1/.ت ا$1#&ي ا$0/1/.ت ا$/5ري وR38 <"=ی> . ا$0/1/.ت ا$1#&ي د:S2 واRNا$@5ی23 ی
 ،E0ن آ�أص. ا$1#&ي آQXC E0 ا$Q; Y#Z یN":وه� و . �$1#&ي و ا$/5ري S.ص ��یWNXRآ&,5ا ;..S.ص، S&ج5اا1$@

�'/XC 2ه Y#Z$ج:ی: و ه":ی7 ا ]C 1_0"> ج:د و ی<"^5ا�#&ي .ی<"^5ا �2 C�R^$ 0/.ت ,&;2 س5ري/� E0آ �N^a ن��.ر�  
 

English translation: 
 
L: Ramadan is no longer the month of fasting. It’s becoming the month of series and drama. 
Kuwaiti drama is now dominating and being watched more than other Arabic drama. Kuwaiti 
and Qatari series are the most abundant, more than Egyptian and Syrian drama. Egyptian drama 
was competing with Kuwaiti drama, but Kuwaiti drama took over and is now the most popular. I 
think Egyptian series always has the same story line but every time they bring new actors and 
new script but the story line is the same. So Ramadan is mostly about Arabic, Syrian, Egyptian, 
Lebanese serial dramas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World Languages and 
housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and culture with samples of people 
talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The participants in CultureTalk interviews and 
discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. They are free to express themselves as they wish. The ideas 
and opinions presented here are those of the participants. Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of 
these ideas or opinions by the Five College Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, 
or any of its member institutions: Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College and 
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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